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It's not often a major label shows such a disply of faith in a new artist that it puts out a 3 CD album to show what its artist can do. But 
that's what's happenes to remarkable pianist Michiel Borstlap, as Stuart Nicholson finds out.

It just seems like a matter of time before the 34 year-old Dutch pianist Michiel Borstlap becomes a major international jazz stars. After 
all, there aren't too many jazz musicians today who can boast sponsorship from United Airlines, the US multinational fashion giant 
Tommy Hilfiger and Yamaha Grand Pianos. And with Gramercy Park (Universal) just out, a three CD set featuring him playing solo, trio 
and with contemporary samples, he's giving notice of a major talent that is clearly destined for big things. 
Yet the tall, rangy pianist is in no hurry to conquer the world. He's enjoying what he loves to do best , playing the piano that began at 
the age of eight months and captured on a photo with his father Dick Borstlap, a classical composer, holding him over the piano 
keyboard. "I started early", he laughs,"it's just something that I always wanted to do."
Borstlap is reaching a key point in his career. A regular visitor to the United States after winning 'Best Solist' award at the 1992 Europe 
Jazz Concert, in 1996 he won the thelonious Monk/BMI Composer's Award for his composition 'Memory of Enchantment' which went on 
to be recorded by Herbie Hancock and Wayne Shorter on 1+1 (Verve). He has recorded eight albums, including three for Universal, 
and is increasing demand at jazz festivals around the world, including New York, Sidney, Capetown, Umbria, Berlin, Shanghai, Cairo, 
Copenhagen, Oslo and the National Centre for Performing Arts in Bombay. All the while he has been picking up the kind of reviews that 
most jazz artists can only dream about. At this year's North Sea Jazz Festival he appeared in atrio with Jeff 'Tain' Watts on the drums 
and Essiet Essiet on the bass, reliving their coruscating straight-ahead association on Gramercy Park and earning a standing ovation.
The following day he was equally at home with the group Soulvation, who also feature on Gramercy Park, a  
contemporary group with turntables and tape loops. Sitting at a Yamaha grand and improvising over techno and house beats, the 
delighted audience demanded two encores.
Yet he is relaxed and matter of fact about his ability. 'Well I have studied the piano for 25 years, and if it all falls flat I can always teach 
music,' he laughs. Indeed on graduation from Hilversum Conservatoryin 1992 he was teaching post which he accepted for a while on a 
part time basis. Currently he is a guest lecturer at the Amsterdam Conservatory. Equally at home with Chopin, Stravinsky, Ravel, 
Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Prokofiev and the classical tradition as he is with jazz (he even dashes off a remarkable solo performance of 
Chopin´s Scherzo op.20 on Gramercy Park) , he firmly believes in music with no boundaries. ´To me there is no difference between 
classical, jazz and pop. There is only music. Take jazz - rhythm comes from africa but jazz stole European Harmony!´ But jazz means 
something special to him, `It is a means of self expression, in classical the music is played exactly as the composer intended. It is 
reproduction.` At the age of five Borstlap began formal study of the piano. `Well my mother is a classical pianist, my father an avant 
garde composer, it was only natural.` Not quite so natural, perhaps, was a fascination with the playing Lennie Tristano he developed at 
about the same time. `Well, these records were always around the house, and I could play them when I wanted. So I was studying 
classical music and listening to jazz from the beginning.` 
That love for jazz may have even begun while he was in the womb, according to a story his mother recounts of attending an Albert 
Aylerconcert while pregnant. She became concerned that the volume had caused the tiny baby to go quiet. As soon as she went 
outside, he started kicking until she returned to the music and went quiet again. No ordinary pianist then. While in highschool he had 
two piano teachers, one classical and one for jazz. His jazz playing quickly developed with the support of Rob Madna and Henk 
Elberhout, ´Classical is means of mastering your instrument,´ he says, ´but jazz is freedom of expression.´ At around 17 or 18 he began 
playing café`s and bars, anywhere where he could play jazz, ´At the time I was playing professional soccer team, the trainer said, "Why 
do you have baggs under your eyes?" I said, "I was playing a gig!""What!!" he said. So I went for music!´ 
A key point in his development at the Hilversum Conservatory came when he took a summer job at a jazz club in spain for 90 
successive nights. That´s where I developed, learned to put it all together, the training , you know? Put it in work and really play.´ 
Gratuating with honours from Hilversum in 1992 he made his first album as a leader, Day Off, and his career quickly began to gather 
momentum. In 1999 he signed with Universal and his first album fot the label , Body Acoustic was a brilliant acoustic exploration of the 
composition of Weather Report. It was nominated for a Edison. In 2000 his second album Liveline was an absorbing meeting with 
bassist Jimmy Haslip together with Dutch trumpet star Eric Vloeimans, percussionist Jeroen de Rijk and drummer Hans Eijkenaar that 
was screened on European TV, where Borstlap is a regular performer (last year he appeared on eight shows of his own). Yet for 
accomplishments, he sees playing solo as his greatest challenge. ´I have only done it eight times so far, ´ he says. ´It makes you 



strong, study your instrument in a different way, think about other things and most of you learn to be strong mentally. To play in my way, 
that is my goal.´
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